We calculate the interaction energy of a magnetic monopole with-. a single ferromagnetic domain, taking into account the ferromagnetic exchange interaction in a linear approximation. In vacuum at 400 A from the surface a monopole of strength 137e/2 is bound by 35 eV in magnetite, and for iron at 300 A from the surface the binding energy is 50 eV. We expect the binding energy to increase at smaller distances. The attractive force on a slow monopole approaching the surface of a ferromagnet from the vacuum difFers, at these large distances, only slightly from that computed by simple classical image methods treating the magnet as a medium with an isotropic and wavelength-independent permeability equal to the long-wavelength 
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The usual boundary conditions on B and H at the interface z =0 determine P, (k", k ) and P(k", k") in terms of zp andg. 
